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What are we aiming for?

No Use of Animals in Research, 
Testing and Education

New drugs and vaccines 
for unmet needs
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Life of a drug – from research to market

Research & 
Innovation

•New targets
& modalities

•Exploratory
research, 
POC, PK-PD-
Efficacy

Development

•Drug 
metabolism
(ADME)

•Preclinical
safety

Production

•Serum, 
antibody
production

Quality
Control

•Batch 
release -
Potency &  
safety
testing
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For biologically active substance (chemical compounds, biologics, and vaccines), 

animal use is still required for ethical, scientific and legal reasons



Science-driven innovation for patients,
3Rs-driven Science for animals

Our Research and Testing activities are driven by Science.

So is the development of new methodologies and the increasing 

knowledge on animal behavior, cognition and welfare.

Reliance on robust and proven models is essential to address  

specific scientific questions at each step of the processes.

Animals are a small, but integral, part of a comprehensive 

approach
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To address a 
scientific 

question and 
regulatory 

requirement

Selection of the 
models

Predictivity, 
translation, 

reproducibility, 
expertise

In silico,
mathematical models 

In vitro models (tissues, 
cells, microorganisms…)

Animal models

Patient Data

Clinical research

Considering the intrinsic value of

animal lives and the importance of

preserving animal welfare as

much as possible, although animal

models cannot be rejected

outright, their validity must

systematically be challenged, and

core animal protection principles

are adhered to.



Constant 

challenge 

over model 

selection

Breakthrough 

innovation for 

consistent 

translational 

research and 

testing 

Regulatory 

acceptance of 

novel models 

and 

technologies

Awareness, 

education, 

training and 

communication

NAMs (Novel Approach Methodologies) are developing rapidly in number and diversity.
Their uptake by scientific teams offers an opportunity to call for a formal strategy to support an 
overall reduction of animal use, across all functions and geographies

I Integrated
R Research &
T Testing
S Strategy

Beyond the 3Rs

IRTS is Sanofi strategy that lays out our guidelines to affirm rigorous, state-of-the-art

science as key criteria to select the best available, feasible, and translatable models to

address scientific questions and adhere to regulatory requirements, most importantly

with the primary aim to relieving Sanofi of toward reliance on live animals.
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IRTS’s ultimate goal is a reduction of 50% of animal use in 10 years (2020-2030).



Each department must set a clear and ambitious program, including:
• Governance
• Objectives, deliverables and Key Performance Indicators
• Programs to support scientific development of NAMs, technology 

scouts
• Regulatory science, advocacy, regulations change, weight of 

evidence
• Active participation in public–private partnerships and collaborations 

relating to the use of animals in research and testing
• Awareness and outreach programs
• Internal and external communication and reporting global 

progresses 

IRTS, how to? Past

Future

Animal 
Use

R
e
d

u
c
ti
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• Regulatory 
sciences

• Translational 
medicine 

• Breakthrough 
innovation

2022

Non-animal
research

Clinical 
research

188,821
animals

• Non-animal research

• Animal research

• Patient data

• Clinical research

Complementary models
Convergence of readouts

Replace
through validation, 

qualification, 
acceptance

Challenge & remove 
obsolete animal 

tests

Phase in NAMs

(Novel Approach 
Methodologies)

Improve animal use 

(preclinical package, study 
rationale and design)

Target:
50% reduction
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IRTS, in substance
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IRTS, in substance

Improved 
experimental design

More integrated approach
Optimized reuse of animals
Challenge on (2nd) species

Virtual control groups Networking
Knowledge sharing

3D / MPS models community
Translational Sciences & 

Innovation
Seminars, Workshops

Collaboration

Scientific collaboration
Advocacy partnership



• Models and approaches are complex and complementary

• Science is the driver
• For the development and uptake of NAMs
• To choose model(s) according to each specific question and scientific purpose

• Collaboration and commitment are key
• To foster science and bridge gaps
• To achieve international regulatory acceptance
• To develop a transparent approach on challenges and opportunities about NAMs

Conclusion
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Thank You
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